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game logic the game logic is the part of your game that interacts with the player. more info see in glossary. most games have several parts
to their game logic: a player movement part that moves the player around the screen, a combat system that tells the player what to do

when the game is in combat, and a scoring system that calculates the player's score. you should divide the game logic into separate scripts
that perform these various tasks. if you think this is all there is to making an adult game, then you're wrong. a lot goes into making a great

adult game and you need to be as creative as possible to make sure that your game is good. and not just good, but good enough to be
considered adult. it is worth noting that even though the great majority of adult games are non-realistic, there are a few games that feature

very realistic graphics. the best of those games are very realistic looking, and may even be as realistic as a game with more cartoony
graphics. but the big question is, how do you do this? you may start by downloading some of our ready made adult game templates that we
have created to give you an idea of how you can make a great adult game of your own. but the important thing is to make it as good as you

can. this means that while you are making your game, you should be looking at other adult games you may find online and taking notes.
you can read the comments left by other game developers and see if their game design is something you can try out in your own game. all

adult games are ready made. but make sure that you go to the source and check out the authors of the game. you never know, the next
time you play an adult game, you might find something cool. and of course, you should read the review. as long as you stick to the review of

the game, you should be fine. but if you are not sure about something, ask the author. remember, they are the one that made the adult
game and they may have an idea or advice that you might not have thought of.
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the liero team has been busy,
porting the game from windows to
linux. the current version is 1.0.5,
and adds a lot of features to liero:

working in linux environment.
windows was a hassle and it
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interfered with the desktop
environment. this has been solved.

new menu system. for windows
only. in linux we have it all,

including the file menu and context
menus. no more registry (except for

game settings). registry settings
are now saved in your home

directory. this makes life easier for
you and us (everything in the right

place). full support for desktop
environments. the desktop

wallpaper now changes according
to your preference, and the game
background is customizable. the

liero desktop configuration window
is gone. downloadable content is
easier to access. this is how we
make content available for linux
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users. new game saving feature.
the save feature was available, but

it was not working properly, and
you could not get rid of the save
files that would appear in your

home directory. not anymore. new
level-making system. in version 1.5,

you can create levels and share
them with others. this is a very cool

feature. new physics engine.
improved collision detection and
physics. new game mechanics.

jumping is now possible. you can
now jump farther by aiming for an
invisible wall. new tutorial. you can

no longer play the game as a
regular user. you must be a

member of the liero user group to
make use of this feature. new user
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interface. there is now a full ui in
liero. new music engine. two new

drum samples and more loops. new
no-propereity game engine. no

more gpl. 5ec8ef588b
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